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Chapter Corner 

with GTOAA Chapter Coordinator, Denny Deal 

 

 

Well it’s been a while since I’ve had the opportunity to catch everyone up on what’s been going on 

within the GTOAA. 

 

This years’ chapter survey went pretty well with most chapters responding in a reasonable time frame 

allowing me to get all of the numbers ready for the upcoming convention in Valley Forge, PA. 

 

While our overall numbers have been pretty consistent over the past three years, there have been a 

number of changes.  Our overall membership is up, we’ve added two new 100% GTOAA chapters, we 

have lost two other chapters, and we have had inquires’ from four different folks interested in starting 

up a new GTOAA chapter in Michigan, Florida, Tennessee and Indiana.  Plus, a number of chapters 

have opened their doors to a lot of our orphaned brothers and sisters.  While we all still belong to, and 

support the parent organization, the GTOAA, we are also supporting those that are looking for a place 

to show and enjoy their special Pontiacs.  

 

Having the other Pontiac owners involved will only enhance our position and strength by showing 

support of the hobby.  Going forward we hope that we can keep our chapters healthy and vibrant with 

this new influx of Pontiac energy. 

 

I’m looking forward to meeting a lot of chapter folks that I’ve talked to over the past years that will 

make it to this years’ convention in Valley Forge, PA.  Since I was born and raised in the Philadelphia 

area, this will be a special treat for me.  This time spent back east will affords me the opportunity to 

look up some old friends and family.  Please be sure to say hi if you see me wandering around, it’s 

always nice to put a face with a name! 

 

Our Awards Night event will take place on Thursday the 28th from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM with each 

chapter being acknowledged for their GTOAA membership and their social media involvement.  

Something we’re changing at this year convention is that the GTOAA will not be handing out 

certificates for membership or social media involvement by the chapters.  What we will do is 

acknowledge all of the chapters on the big screen and in lieu of handing out or forwarding the 

certificates by mail, ALL certificates will be forward to each of the chapters as a .pdf file that they can 

post up on their webpage, in their newsletter or on their social media outlet.  
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At last years awards presentation a number of chapters indicated that receiving a .pdf version would 

afford them the opportunity to share their chapters accomplishments with all of their members much 

easier than with a ‘hard copy” of the certificate.  Let’s hope this works for everyone. 

 

One other note, I will be staying on for one more year as your GTOAA Chapter Coordinator.  Next 

year will be my fifth and final year as I have a number of things I want to get involved with in my local 

chapter.  It’s been a challenge compiling all of the information, and a pleasure to work with so many 

of you. 

 

This job is opened to any interested party.  It does require some Excel or spreadsheet skills, an attention 

to detail, having fun with numbers, working and talking to folks all over the country along with helping 

to promote the GTOAA where ever possible.  If anyone has an interest in taking over this position 

please let me know.  Is it that time for you to step up and do a little more? 

 

My goal is to spend 2019 doing the Chapter Survey but to share the experience with someone willing 

to take it over at the 2019 GTOAA Convention in Cincinnati, OH.  Everything I have can be 

downloaded to disc’s and I have the past four years of forms and processes that I’ve refined to fit what 

the board of directors want to see each year.  The process works but there are always ways you can 

refine it to work for you and them.  

 

If you have an interest, please feel free to give me a call or e-mail me and we can discuss any potential 

questions you may have.    

 

Happy Motoring…………………………………… 

 

 

 

Denny Deal 

GTOAA Chapter Coordinator 

chapters@gtoaa.org 

dennyd46@cox.net 

623-444-8949 (home) 
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